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Institute for Global Health Sciences (IGHS)

Location

UCSF Mission Bay Campus
Mission Hall: Global Health & Clinical Sciences Building
550 16th Street
San Francisco, CA 94158

IGHS Education Offices: 3rd Floor
Classrooms: The majority of classes take place in Mission Hall, but some may take place in other buildings on campus or off-site.

Program Contacts

Chris Carpenter, MD, MPH          Program Director
                                    christopher.carpenter@ucsf.edu

Alden Blair, PhD, MSc             Associate Program Director
                                    alden.blair@ucsf.edu

Ingrid Chen, PhD, MS              Associate Program Director
                                    ingrid.chen@ucsf.edu

Inez Bailey, MS                    Director of Education and Strategic Initiatives
                                    inez.bailey@ucsf.edu

Darlene Mergillano, MS            Graduate Affairs Officer
                                    darlene.mergillano@ucsf.edu

Minerva Lee                       Education Administrator
                                    minerva.lee@ucsf.edu

Tammy Spath                       Outreach and External Relations Officer
                                    tammy.spath@ucsf.edu

Course Assistants

Jennifer Chinwuba, MS             jennifer.chinwuba@ucsf.edu
Atnasia Mekonnen, MS              atnasia.mekonnen@ucsf.edu
Lammy Sanuth, MS                  lammy.sanuth@ucsf.edu
Faculty

An extensive network of faculty, researchers, and global health practitioners works with the Institute for Global Health Sciences to teach, advise, and mentor students in the Master of Science program. Many of the faculty and mentors are leaders in their field. They come from the UCSF Schools of Medicine, Nursing, Dentistry, and Pharmacy, as well as from other UC campuses, Bay Area universities, and the wider global health community. Faculty biographies are available via the IGHS website.

In addition to coursework, students will have many opportunities to meet and work with a broad network of faculty and advisors through courses and other activities. The program works with students to develop skills to build out their broader network by identifying areas of growth and synergy. Students are encouraged to engage with their faculty and staff in the program and IGHS as a whole to seek a broad advising network.

Capstone Mentors

The capstone mentor is typically a UCSF faculty member or a close associate with topical or methodological expertise in the focus area of the student’s research project. The capstone mentor is assigned based on the student’s project and is specifically responsible for assisting with the design of the project in the fall and winter quarters and execution of the project in the spring and summer quarters, including:

- helping students prepare the capstone proposal for the qualifying examination;
- liaising with the capstone site and assisting with the coordination of site research, supervision, budget, logistics, and human subjects review (if appropriate);
- working with students during and after their capstone assignment to collect and manage data, analyze results, and prepare a capstone product for review; and
- acting as primary point of contact for any issues arising while students conduct the capstone project.

The program makes its best effort to assign mentors based on student interests. IGHS will not change advisors based on student requests.

Course Assistants

Course Assistants (CAs) are IGHS staff responsible for assisting the Master of Science in Global Health course leaders in the development, conduct, and evaluation of the courses in each quarter. The CAs are similar to traditional teaching assistants. As exceptional students from the previous year’s cohort, the CAs may assist with writing and grading assignments and exams, hold office hours, lead breakout sessions, and give lectures. By assisting in multiple classes each term, the CAs provide a unique link across the program for faculty, staff, and students alike.
Academic and Administrative Calendar 2023-24

The Master of Science program runs for 11 months from September to July. Students complete all coursework and capstone research during this period. Please note that the program dates differ from the UCSF academic calendar published by the Office of the Registrar.

**2023 Fall Quarter**
- Week of Sep 11th: Orientation Week
- Mon, Sept 18: First Day of Classes
- Fri, Nov 10: UCSF Holiday (Veteran’s Day)
- Wed-Fri, Nov 22-24: UCSF Holiday (Thanksgiving)
- Fri, Dec 1: Last Day of Classes
- Week of Dec 4th: Final Exam Week

**2024 Winter Quarter**
- Mon, Jan 8: First Day of Classes
- Mon, Jan 15: UCSF Holiday (Martin Luther King, Jr. Day)
- Mon, Feb 19: UCSF Holiday (President’s Day)
- Wed, Mar 6: Last Day of Classes
- Week of Mar 11th: Final Exam Week/Capstone Qualifying Exams
- Week of Mar 18th: Spring Break

**2024 Spring Quarter**
- Mon, Mar 25: First Day of Classes
- Fri, Mar 29: UCSF Holiday (Cesar Chavez Day)
- Fri, Apr 19: Last Day of Classes
- Week of Apr 22nd: Final Exam Week
- Apr 29 – May 31st: First Half of Capstone Period
- Mon, May 27: UCSF Holiday (Memorial Day)

**2024 Summer Quarter**
- Jun 3 – 28: Second Half of Capstone Period
- Wed, Jun 19: UCSF Holiday (Juneteenth)
- Mon, Jul 1: First Day of Classes
- Thu, Jul 4: UCSF Holiday (Independence Day)
- Mon-Tue, July 22-23: Capstone Comprehensive Exams
- Thu, July 25: Graduation
Getting Your Bearings

Welcome to UCSF. Here is a checklist of things to complete by the end of the first week of the program, described in further detail below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action item</th>
<th>Student handbook section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ Sign onto MyAccess</td>
<td>Getting Your Bearings: MyAccess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Getting Your Bearings: Student Portal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check out:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The Student Portal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Collaborative Learning Environment (CLE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wireless Internet Access</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The Virtual Private Network (VPN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The Financial Aid portal (if applicable)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Get student ID</td>
<td>Getting Your Bearings: Student ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Encrypt laptop</td>
<td>Getting Your Bearings: Encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Get transcripts from previous institutions</td>
<td>Getting Your Bearings: Transcripts from Previous Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Register for classes</td>
<td>Registration and Course Enrollment: Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ File a study list</td>
<td>Registration and Course Enrollment: Filing a Study List</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MyAccess

MyAccess is a single sign-on service used for UCSF online systems and services, including the student portal, the financial aid portal, the Collaborative Learning Environment (CLE), wireless internet access, and the Virtual Private Network (VPN). Log into MyAccess at [https://myaccess.ucsf.edu](https://myaccess.ucsf.edu).

Student Portal

The student portal provides access to important information, including fees, registration holds, grades, and course enrollments (study list filing).

Student ID

Student ID cards are required for daily access to campus buildings and all campus activities. The Office of the Registrar provides details about how to obtain your ID card. You will need to have your ID card by the first day of orientation. Please go to the Student Portal and upload a photo using the “Upload WeID” link in the “Other Tasks” sidebar on the right side of the screen. Please note that ID pick-up occurs at the Parnassus campus; no appointment is needed to pick up your ID card. For more information about this process, please visit this website. In case of a lost or stolen ID card, please visit
the WeID website for replacement instructions. Students are responsible for costs associated with replacing their ID card.

**Encryption**

All students must encrypt and protect personal laptop computers. Please encrypt your computer prior to orientation by following instructions from UCSF Information Technology (IT); note that MyAccess login is required. Before you begin, make sure your laptop has enough memory and the minimum requirements. If you would like help with the encryption process or have other IT questions, please contact the UCSF IT Service Desk. They are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week by phone, email, and chat.

**Transcripts from Previous Institutions**

All students must provide proof of successful completion of at least an undergraduate degree (equivalent to a bachelor’s degree) in order to matriculate into the MS program.

Each student’s admissions status is contingent upon receipt and evaluation of all official transcripts and bachelor’s degree conferral. A degree conferral transcript is an official copy of your transcript that includes the following:

- Degree earned (BA, BS, MS, etc.)
- Subject in which the degree was earned (e.g., Biological Sciences, Art History)
- Date the degree was awarded
- Final grades for all terms attended

If the transcript does not include all of the information listed above, it is not considered a degree conferral transcript.

Transcripts from institutions outside the U.S. and parts of Canada must be accompanied by a World Education Services (WES) course-by-course credential evaluation, even if the transcripts are in English. The WES evaluation must indicate that you earned a degree.

The program prefers to receive official electronic transcripts emailed to education@globalhealth.ucsf.edu. Electronic transcripts must meet the following requirements:

- The transcript originates from a secure site formally linked to the sending institution.
- The institution is located in the United States.

If your institution is not currently sending transcripts electronically or is not a U.S. institution, please email education@globalhealth.ucsf.edu to arrange delivery of your official transcript.

**Emergency Contact Information**

IGHS will request emergency contact information for the times students are 1) residing in California and 2) traveling abroad. By providing IGHS with emergency contact information, students are granting permission to release medical information to the emergency contact in the case of an emergency. Please make a specific note if there is certain medical information
that cannot be shared with the emergency contact. Please send IGHS an updated form if you have any changes during the year.

**Student Success and Wellness**

Success in graduate school requires care and attention to all aspects of student life: health and wellness, community, career development, personal and professional relationships, and security and safety. UCSF is committed to providing a full range of resources and services to help students succeed. Learn more about these resources by visiting the [Student Success website](#).

Student Disability Services (SDS) is available to assist students in obtaining the services and accommodations they require to ensure equal access to all aspects of the UCSF experience. Early communication with the relevant administrators is critical to successful partnership in arranging accommodations. SDS will coordinate communications and procedures with students and the graduate faculty and programs.

Students are encouraged to register with SDS as soon as they accept admission into the program and before they arrive on campus. Although students can start the registration process at any time, accommodations are not provided retroactively, so being timely in requesting accommodation is extremely important, especially at the beginning of the school year when SDS is particularly busy. Please note that students are not eligible to receive accommodations until the registration process is complete.

Students granted accommodations must discuss their accommodation needs directly with the instructors in the classes in which they wish to apply the accommodation. Students are advised to discuss their approved accommodation needs with their instructors prior to the start of the quarter, or within a reasonable amount of time in advance of a scheduled activity (exam, quiz, etc.). We highly recommend that students make requests no less than two weeks before a scheduled activity, because requests made close to the scheduled activity (e.g., within 24 hours) may be denied. Please note that faculty are only able to make accommodations based on the letter provided by SDS at UCSF, and cannot accept letters from prior institutions.

Please visit the Student Disability Services (SDS) [website](#) and review their [information sheet](#) to learn more.

Students with SDS granted accommodations of extra time for course work assignments (including home and papers) who wish to use them for a given assignment must reach out to the Course Faculty as early as possible to request and propose a reasonable extension. In requesting the extension, the student must include a reasonable proposed adjusted timeline for the submission (e.g., three days). As per SDS guidelines, the instructor may request to see a current iteration of the assignment and/or propose adjustments to the timeline. This adjusted timeline should be adhered to unless otherwise changed following the same procedures listed above. Please note, that many assignments “build” on each other and an extension on one deadline may shorten the time to work on the next iteration. This should be taken into account in the initial request and adjustments to subsequent deadlines proposed as/if needed.
The program suggests that Course Faculty provide an extension of up to three days for self-reported illness reported prior to a deadline elapsing. If an extension greater or equal to four days is needed, the should be referred to the Program Director. Frequent health issues resulting in extensions may also be discussed with the Program Director or SDS.

**Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion**

In keeping with UCSF’s commitment to diversity, equity, inclusion, and antiracism (DEIA), the IGHS Master of Science program is committed to fostering a culture of diversity, equity, inclusion, and anti-racism for our applicants, students, faculty, staff, and community. This commitment includes:

- recognizing, valuing, and affirming that broadly-defined diversity within our program enhances the quality of life for our campus community, as well as the impact of our work in global health;
- actively practicing cultural humility and anti-racism/ anti-oppression in the provision of education and student support within the program;
- providing an environment of open communication to generate mutual trust and transparency; and
- rejecting all acts of discrimination as affirmed by the UC Diversity Statement.

We strive to adhere to the principles of diversity, equity, and inclusion during the admissions process, which is reflected in the makeup of our cohorts of students, who hold many different identities, and all arrive with a rich history of experience. The work done by our students, faculty, staff, and graduates is interdisciplinary and focused on furthering equity to promote the highest possible standard of health for every individual. The IGHS Diversity, Equity and Inclusion committee also recruits one MS student representative each year. That person will serve as a point person for the cohort, who can represent student voice(s) and bring priorities and perspectives from the cohort to the department for consideration and potential action, and can reflect the department committee’s interests to the cohort. Our principles align with those promoted by UCSF, as expressed by our Office of Diversity and Outreach and IGHS.

**Registration and Course Enrollment**

**Registration**

Students are required to pay fees and file a study list to be considered a registered student. The Office of the Registrar sends students an email notice when registration is open each quarter (approximately six weeks before the quarter begins). The Office of the Registrar provides detailed instructions about how to register with accompanying registration deadlines.

**Filing a Study List**

Each quarter, students enroll in courses by filing a study list by the posted deadlines. Students will be assessed a late fee of $50 if they do not accept their study list by the specified deadlines.

Students will be pre-enrolled in all required courses by the Graduate Affairs Officer (GAO). Students will need to verify that the courses are correct and accept them before the courses
are added to their study list. Students will need to add their own winter elective course to their study list. Please note, as a self-supporting program, the University does not allow IGHS master’s students to take additional courses outside of the program.

Students will need to clear all holds in order to complete their study list filing. The student portal will provide hold details, including contact information for the office that placed the hold.

Students must select the letter grade option for all courses except for the capstone period courses (GHS 204A and 204B), which are the only courses graded as satisfactory/unsatisfactory (S/U).

**Leave of Absence or Withdrawal**

IGHS follows the registration policies outlined by the Graduate Division about leaves of absence and withdrawal.

If students do not register, they must petition for either a leave of absence or a withdrawal. Otherwise, the Graduate Division will instruct the registrar to change the student status to “administrative withdrawal.”

A leave of absence may be granted for up to one academic year, and is subject to approval by the program directors and the dean of the Graduate Division. After one year has passed, if students want to stay on leave, they must submit a request for an extended leave, which the program directors must approve. Extensions are limited to no more than one additional academic year. No further extension can be granted, and students must return to registered status or forfeit their place in the program.

Students may request a leave of absence at any time, but should have some idea of when they intend to return to graduate study. Approval of the petition for a leave of absence implies that the student will be readmitted to the graduate program. Students should petition for withdrawal if they have no intention of returning to UCSF.

**Readmission**

IGHS follows the registration policies outlined by the Graduate Division about readmission.

A student on leave of absence must petition for readmission in order to register again as a student. The petition for readmission is available online from the Office of the Registrar. Readmission requires the approval of the program directors and the dean of the Graduate Division. The student must pay a non-refundable fee (as set by the Office of the Registrar) when filing the readmission form. Students must observe the registrar's deadlines for filing a petition for readmission.
Courses and Grades

Course Listing

Coursework includes lectures, seminars, case studies, debates, and team-based projects. All courses are required. Students will have the opportunity to select one winter elective from a list of options announced in early December. The Office of the Registrar's Course Catalog lists detailed information about each course.

Fall Quarter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Teaching Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foundations of Global Health (GHS 201A)</td>
<td>George Rutherford, MD, MA Starley Shade, PhD, MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative Research Approaches in Global Health (GHS 201C)</td>
<td>Wayne Steward, PhD, MPH Carol Camlin, PhD, MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Determinants of Health (GHS 202D)</td>
<td>Naomi Schoenfeld, PhD, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Health Practice Seminar (GHS 203A)</td>
<td>Alden Blair, PhD, MSc Tracy Lin, PhD, MSc Ashley Mitchell, MPH, CPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Epidemiology (GHS 206)</td>
<td>Mohsen Malekinejad, MD, DrPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Biostatistics (GHS 207)</td>
<td>Ali Mirzazadeh PhD, MD, MPH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Winter Quarter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Teaching Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicable Diseases of Global Importance (GHS 202A)</td>
<td>Vivek Jain, MD, MAS Christina Yoon, MD, MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Health Practice Seminar (GHS 203B)</td>
<td>Alden Blair, PhD, MSc Tracy Lin, PhD, MSc Ashley Mitchell, MPH, CPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Health Policy (GHS 205)</td>
<td>Laura Schmidt, PhD, MSW, MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Health Systems (GHS 209)</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electives (the following electives are subject to change):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Teaching Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Information in Global Health (GHS 202F)</td>
<td>Ali Mirzazadeh, PhD, MD, MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s Health and Empowerment (GHS 208)</td>
<td>Anke Hemmerling, MD, PhD, MPH Mara Decker, DrPH, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict Health and Human Rights (GHS 210)</td>
<td>Rohini Haar, MD, MPH Alden Blair, PhD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Spring Quarter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Teaching Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systematic Reviews for Global Health Decision-Making (GHS 213)</td>
<td>Mohsen Malekinejad, MD, DrPH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Teaching Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Health Economics (201B)</td>
<td>Tracy Lin, PhD, MSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jenny Liu, PhD, MPP, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health, the Environment, and Chronic Disease (GHS 202B)</td>
<td>Dean Schillinger, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Health Practice Seminar (GHS 203C)</td>
<td>Alden Blair, PhD, MSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tracy Lin, PhD, MSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Mitchell, MPH, CPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Health Capstone, Part I (GHS 204A)*</td>
<td>Alden Blair, PhD, MSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tracy Lin, PhD, MSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Mitchell, MPH, CPE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Teaching Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Health Capstone, Part II (GHS 204B)*</td>
<td>Alden Blair, PhD, MSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tracy Lin, PhD, MSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Mitchell, MPH, CPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Health Practice Seminar (GHS 203D)</td>
<td>Alden Blair, PhD, MSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tracy Lin, PhD, MSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Mitchell, MPH, CPE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Please note that 204A and 204B include 9-10 weeks of research in the U.S. or another country. Details are provided at the time of matriculation.

### Class Schedule

Students should refer to course syllabi at the beginning of each quarter for the final schedule. On occasion, class schedules will change due to holiday make-up sessions or special events. Please note that self-structured time is for students to attend faculty and course assistant office hours, meet with faculty advisors and capstone mentors, attend review sessions and professional development workshops, etc. In addition, students are expected to attend all IGHS Grand Rounds over the course of the year.
## Fall Quarter 2023

### September 18 – December 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GHS 201A Foundations of Global Health 9am-12pm</td>
<td>GHS 202D Social Determinants 9am-12pm</td>
<td>GHS 207 Intro to Biostatistics 9am-12pm</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHS 201C Qualitative Research 1-4pm</td>
<td>GHS 206 Intro to Epidemiology 1-4pm</td>
<td>GHS 203A Global Health Practice Seminar 1-4pm</td>
<td>GHS 207 Intro to Biostatistics 1-4pm</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Winter Quarter 2024

###January 8 – March 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
<td>GHS 205 Global Health Policy 9am-12pm</td>
<td>GHS 209 Comparative Health Systems 9am-12pm</td>
<td>Electives (Times TBD):</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHS 202A Communicable Diseases 1-4:30pm</td>
<td>GHS 203B Global Health Practice Seminar 1-4pm</td>
<td>GHS 202F Strategic Information</td>
<td>GHS 208 Women's Health &amp; Empowerment</td>
<td>GHS 210 Conflict Health and Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
<td>GHS 203B Global Health Practice Seminar 1-4pm</td>
<td>GHS 213 Systematic Reviews</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Spring Quarter 2024

### March 25 – April 26

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GHS 201B</strong></td>
<td>Global Health Economics</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
<td><strong>GHS 201B</strong></td>
<td>Global Health Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9am-12pm</td>
<td></td>
<td>9am-12pm</td>
<td>9am-12pm</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GHS 202B</strong></td>
<td>Health, Environment &amp; Chronic Disease</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
<td><strong>GHS 203C</strong></td>
<td>Global Health Practice Seminar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-4pm</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-4pm</td>
<td>1-4pm</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### April 29 – May 31

**GHS 204A, CAPSTONE PERIOD I**

Full-time work on capstone project

## Summer Quarter 2024

### June 3 – July 1

**GHS 204B, CAPSTONE PERIOD II**

Full-time work on capstone project

### July 5 – 25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GHS 203D GH Practice Seminar</td>
<td>GHS 203D GH Practice Seminar</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Writing period; required writing &amp; analysis classes 1-4pm</td>
<td>Writing period; required writing &amp; analysis classes 1-4pm</td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-Structured Time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Course Material

The Collaborative Learning Environment, also known as the CLE, is an online system the program uses to manage course information and resources. Each course will have its own CLE link containing the course syllabus, materials, assignment information, and announcements. Because changes may occur during the quarter, students should rely on the daily schedule posted on the CLE, and NOT on the original syllabus. If students detect discrepancies between the published syllabus and the daily course calendar, they should use the latter as their guide.

Program Information & Resources on the CLE contains links to all courses and houses information about program resources, events, and announcements. This serves as the primary source for program information and is regularly updated throughout the year.

Usage Policy

All CLE courses and materials contained within are intended solely for the individuals who are permitted access to the curriculum by the Institute for Global Health Sciences, and may not be reproduced or disseminated. Sharing of accounts, course files, web links, or other materials with anyone other than an enrolled or authorized individual is a violation of the usage policy. CLE materials may be protected by copyright, and any other use of these materials may be in violation of federal copyright law and University of California policies. Students may read more about the ownership of course materials.

Course Evaluations

Students are required to complete course evaluations each quarter and at the end of the academic year. Evaluations are brief and distributed via Eval25, an online evaluation system. Students are encouraged to provide constructive and professional feedback for each course, course director, and guest speaker. Students must complete course evaluations by the announced deadlines. The program directors review course evaluations at the end of each quarter. Evaluations are very important for strengthening the program and are required for faculty who are applying for professional advancement in academic programs.

Students should always feel free to give feedback directly to the course director(s) or the program directors, either informally or by appointment during office hours.

Grading Policy

The MS program follows the Graduate Division grading policy. Letter grades (without + or – addends) are assigned for all courses except for the capstone period courses (GHS 204A and 204B), which are graded satisfactory/unsatisfactory (S/U).

The grading rubric for each class is provided as part of its syllabus which is available via CLE. At the beginning of each quarter, the course director(s) will explain the criteria and rubric for grades. Grading cutoffs are determined by each course director and are not subject to debate or influence by the Program Directors. The final decision of grades, including but not limited to, individual assignments, quizzes, exams, and overall course grades, are
determined by the course faculty. Questions or comments regarding grades must be directed to the course faculty and not to the course assistants.

Additionally, course assistants are not involved in grading disputes. Students are encouraged to meet early with the course director (and faculty advisor) if they are experiencing academic difficulty or do not understand the course requirements. Students may also request to meet with the Program Directors and/or Student Affairs Officer at any point to discuss overall academic concerns.

Letter grades are reported as follows:

A = excellent, B = good, C = fair, D = barely passing, F = failure, I = incomplete, S= satisfactory, U= unsatisfactory, IP = in progress

Please note: Final grades are not negotiable. Academic Senate policy permits grade corrections only for procedural or administrative errors.

Failing Grades

A course in which a student receives a grade of D or F cannot count toward a graduate degree, but is calculated as part of the grade point average. If a student repeats a course in which a D or F was reported, the original grade will remain on the student’s record. Please note that IGHS master’s classes are offered only once per year; therefore, repeating a course would likely require a student to extend the program and return the following year.

Incomplete Grades

The grade of I is assigned when a student's work is of passing quality but incomplete for good cause, and is assigned at the discretion of the course director. An incomplete grade must be removed within one calendar year. If it is not removed, the grade of F will be assigned.

Regrading

In line with UCSF Guidelines, the IGHS MS Program does not support the re-grading of assignments unless they are subject to technical errors (e.g., a mistake in tabulating a final score). The program and each course have protocols in place to ensure equity across the grading process. If students feel that a mistake has been made in their evaluation, they are required to reach out to the Course Faculty directly to raise their concerns. Students may also reach out to the Program Director with the understanding that the Program Director cannot directly change grades in a given course.

Transcripts and Grading Reports

Students may access transcripts and grade reports on the student portal.
Course Waiver

Students may request to waive an IGHS core course if they believe they already mastered the course competencies in a graduate-level course completed elsewhere. To request a waiver for any core course in any quarter, students should contact the program directors no later than the September orientation period. Students will need to provide the course syllabus and proof of completion, via official transcript, to the program directors for their evaluation.

If the program directors determine the prior course meets master’s program standards, the student will be required to demonstrate their mastery before the start of the IGHS core course. The student does so by either taking the IGHS course’s final exam or, if the IGHS core course does not have a final exam, providing copies of completed assignments from the previous course for review. Additional written or oral evaluation may be required.

If the student receives a passing grade (80% or above) on the final exam, or if the course director deems the previous course assignments to be sufficient, the course waiver will be approved. Then, the student will be required to take an independent study or other course to complete the number of units required for the master’s curriculum.

Student Expectations and Professional Conduct

Students are expected to maintain the highest ethical and professional standards in the classroom and throughout the capstone experience. The following section defines student expectations and professional conduct in the program.

Academic Professionalism Standards

See UCSF Student Conduct and Discipline.

Attendance

The IGHS Master of Science in Global Health is a full-time, in-person degree program during fall, winter, spring, and summer quarters. The learning goals of each course are for graduate-level competency. Students are expected to attend all classes and arrive on time.

If students need to miss class, it is their responsibility to email both the course director(s) and course assistant(s) as soon as possible before each class to notify them of the reason for absence. It is not appropriate to notify only a course assistant about an absence. Please review the policies for excused and unexcused absences below and note that in many instances even when a student notifies course faculty regarding an absence, said absence may be reflected in their course grade.

It is the responsibility of the student to arrange to make up missed quizzes, papers, or exams in a timely manner, if allowed, by the course director at a time of the course directors’ choosing. As part of their notification of absence, the student should propose a time to make up any missed work. Most often, this will require the student to complete the assignment prior
to an expected period of absence. The course directors will determine the impact of unexcused absences on a student’s grade. Additional faculty or course assistant time will not be provided to help review the material.

**Excused Absences**

Class absences are only excused in cases of illness or family emergencies. Both instances require advanced notice unless extenuating circumstances prevent such notice.

A physician’s note may be required when a student:
- has an extended absence from the program.
- misses a midterm exam, final exam, and/or final presentation because of the illness; or
- does not submit a final paper or assignment by the stated deadline because of the illness.

**Unexcused Absences**

We recognize that over the course of the year students may have obligations that conflict with their academic schedule (e.g., professional or academic interviews). While these are not considered excused absences, students should schedule these obligations during non-class time in order to minimize the potential impact on grading. We expect students to communicate ahead of time with program directors and affected course faculty to arrange for make-up assignments, if any, and review missed course content. Make-up opportunities will not be offered when missing more than one class per course, the first day of a class, or a class activity that requires in-person attendance.

As noted above, the program expects students to prioritize their academic work in this full time in-person program. Unexcused absences, especially multiple instances in the same course, may result in deductions from the student’s grade in a given class in line with the policies and procedures laid out in that class’s syllabus. Please note that as with all grading concerns, these are the discretion of the course faculty and not adjustable by the Program Directors.

ClassroomCapture will be used during lectures in all MS courses. These will not be live-streamed, but will be posted to the CLE shortly after class. These are meant for students' reference and are not meant to replace in-person learning. These will not capture the events occurring in break-out rooms.

**Cheating**

See UCSF Student Conduct and Discipline.

**Code of Conduct**

See UCSF Campus Code of Conduct.
Communication

Students should use UCSF email for communications related to the program. UCSF’s email system is encrypted and is a secure method for transmitting potentially confidential information. Contact Information Technology with any questions.

Students are expected to check their UCSF email at least daily during weekdays for important announcements, program or course changes, and items of interest. As a rule of thumb, faculty and staff are available by phone or email during standard business hours. Students should not expect a response on weekends or holidays.

Students, faculty, and staff alike are expected to respond to communication in a timely manner.

Content advisory

Students are advised that the course materials sometimes touch upon phenomena and lived experiences related to public health that can evoke strong emotions. Part of being a good qualitative researcher is understanding one’s own boundaries. To the degree possible, it is valuable for students to be able to engage with materials that can evoke strong reactions so that one might consider how to navigate real-life qualitative research encounters with similar content. In the event that a particular topic is one that is particularly triggering for a student, we ask that the student reach out to the professors so that they can support and direct the student to appropriate resources.

Cultural Humility

Cultural humility is “a lifelong process of self-reflection and learning focused on how we interact with people from different cultures and backgrounds, address our own implicit biases, and create an environment of love and respect between each other regardless of our differences. It is a process that never really ends and fosters personal growth.” Students are expected to practice cultural humility and engage in discussions about the topic throughout the program. There will be formal coursework integrated in the Practice Seminar (GHS 203) to guide students in the learning process.

Deadlines

Assignment and program deadlines are fixed, in fairness to all students. In extenuating circumstances, students who need to request an extension of any deadline must direct the request prior to the submission deadline, to the course director(s) and not the course assistants. Generally, individual assignment extensions are granted only for health or family emergencies, or based on prearranged accommodations by Student Disability Services (SDS).

---

The course director(s) will determine whether to grant the extension. They will also determine the grading impact of a late assignment or exam submission.

**Electronics**

In order to actively participate in learning, students are responsible for having a computer, as well as a stable internet connection. If you are facing difficulties in obtaining necessary technology to participate, please contact the Graduate Affairs Officer. The program will provide the statistical software required for the biostatistics class and will guide students on how to download and use the software.

Please note that students are expected to back up all their academic material and as students at UCSF have default access to a secure cloud service, Box. As accidents happen, and technology can fail, students should save their work in this or other cloud services to prevent loss of their work should their technology fail. Please note that for some capstones, only certain cloud software may be used (e.g. Secure Box).

While we recognize the need for some technology, we ask that students avoid using cellular phones, social media, or private chat programs while in class.

**Normative Time from Matriculation to Degree**

Students must complete the written qualifying exam (QE) proposal by the end of their second quarter (winter) and complete the capstone project before the end of the academic year (summer quarter). The capstone mentor, faculty advisor, and GHS 203 faculty will monitor students’ progress toward degree completion.

The Master of Science degree will be awarded to students only after they successfully complete the comprehensive exam, maintain a 3.0 GPA, and have no failing or incomplete grades. The degree typically is awarded 11 months after matriculation.

**Participation**

The courses move swiftly through a large compendium of material. Much of the learning occurs through interactive seminars that require preparation, reading, and oral or PowerPoint presentations. The faculty value the diverse background and skills within the class cohort and encourage cross-disciplinary debate and active, democratic participation. Students will lead some seminars, develop teaching materials, and contribute actively to the learning process.

One of the objectives of the MS program is for students to develop clear, articulate, and concise communication skills (both written and oral), which faculty evaluate in periodic reports and assignments. Additionally, participation weighs heavily in the final grade for most classes. Please refer to course syllabi for details and note rules and regulations around attendance.

**Plagiarism and Original Work**

Plagiarism is the use of another person’s ideas, thoughts, theories, or phrasing without proper attribution or credit. In U.S. academia, the accepted view is that all knowledge is
derivative, and sources of material from others must be properly cited so that the original work can be both credited and retrieved. Therefore, plagiarism includes both the direct replication of another work and claiming it is your own, as well as the borrowing of conceptual frameworks without attribution to the original source.

Students are encouraged to utilize peer-to-peer editing support, UCSF Learning Resources support, and external support for purposes of editing their work. This may include topical framing, conceptual flow, phrasing and spelling support for EAL students, and other types of support. However, there is the expectation that such tools are used as a support framework for the student’s work and not the creation of the work itself. The student is responsible to ensure that such additional writing support is free of plagiarism as detailed below. The use of predictive text such as ChatGPT and other AI frameworks are expressly forbidden.

In addition to training on the topic of plagiarism during orientation, the program provides plagiarism software to help students catch and correct unintended instances of plagiarism and to help faculty evaluate students’ work. The software, Turnitin, is integrated into the online learning platform and plagiarism reports are provided as part of every written submission. Students are expected to plan their submission timelines to allow for review of Turnitin reports prior to the official deadline for each assignment. These submissions prior to the submission deadline will not be reviewed by course faculty for plagiarism. After this point, the assignments are considered ‘fixed’ and subject to review under the guidelines for original work. Summary scores provided by the software are intended to provide a reference, not defined cutoff points. Ideally, students will use the software to guide correction of any at-risk portions of their work. When in doubt, students are encouraged to proactively reach out to faculty for support. An occurrence of plagiarism in any coursework, whether as a single or multiple occurrence, will be treated equally according to UCSF IGHS policy guidelines. Course directors and program directors will make the final determination about whether plagiarism occurred.

Please note that the presentation of material generated via artificial intelligence (AI), such as ChatGPT and OpenAI, as one’s own without attribution is considered a form of plagiarism similar to that of presenting any other individual’s work as original material.

Plagiarism is a serious form of academic dishonesty, and the penalties can be severe within an individual class, within the program, and within UCSF. For each class, the course director(s) will determine penalties and grading consequences when plagiarism has occurred, which will be described in the course syllabus. Additionally, all faculty will report the suspected plagiarism case(s) to the program directors. Due to the support and trainings students receive, the program suggests that faculty give a failing grade for any assignment in which plagiarism has occurred, regardless of the percentage value to the overall course grade. At the programmatic level, once a student is referred for plagiarism by course faculty, the program will follow procedures outlined in the Policy on Student Conduct and Discipline. The student will be required to complete an approved course/tutorial on avoiding plagiarism as a part of any remediation plan.

If you are in doubt as to whether you are using an online learning support platform appropriately in this program, we encourage you to discuss your situation with us. In addition, UCSF has issued policy that fundamentally prohibits the use of AI, Large Language Models (LLM), ChatGPT for research purposes, which includes Capstone projects. For more information please review the Data Protection and Large Language Models policy.
Please refer to the Appendix: Plagiarism versus Proper Citation for further guidance about how to avoid plagiarism.

**Preparation**

Preparation for class requires judicious time management. Reading assignments can be long. Students should allocate time so that readings, written assignments, and exam preparation are completed before class. The UCSF Academic Senate expects that students allocate three hours of preparation for each contact hour of lecture, and two hours of preparation for each contact hour of seminar.

Although there is self-structured time during each quarter, students should note that extracurricular work exceeding 10 hours per week can interfere with academic progress and threaten timely completion of the program. The program makes every effort to distribute the workload, but students should try to anticipate when several assignments are due at once and plan accordingly.

**Policy on Student Progress**

1. **Criteria for satisfactory academic progress**

The policy regarding satisfactory academic progress in the Master of Science in Global Health program is as follows:

a) Students must attend all classes (no more than one unexcused absence per course in a quarter), participate actively in all courses, maintain academic integrity, and complete all requested course/faculty/CA evaluations. Students must follow all UCSF policies: Campus Code of Conduct, Policy on Student Conduct and Discipline, and the Graduate Division’s Policy on Student Progress.

b) Students must meet with their faculty advisors at least once a quarter and their capstone mentors at least biweekly once their projects have been chosen.

c) Students must pass their oral and written qualifying exam at the end of the winter quarter in order to advance to candidacy and work on their capstone project.

d) Students must advance to candidacy at least two quarters before participating in the comprehensive exam.

e) Students must maintain the highest standards of academic integrity, professionalism, and cultural humility in the program, as reported by course directors, course assistants, capstone mentor, site mentors, academic advisors, staff, and other faculty.

f) Students must pass their oral and written comprehensive exam by the end of the summer quarter.
g) Students must pass all of their courses (grades of C or higher in any given class), and maintain a cumulative GPA of equal to or greater than 3.0. This is equivalent to a B average.

h) Students are expected to complete all degree requirements within one year.

2. Unsatisfactory progress indicators

These may include but are not limited to:
- Failing an exam
- Failing grades in any course
- Falling below a cumulative 3.0 GPA
- Poor attendance
- Failure to achieve milestones of the capstone requirement (where applicable)
- Unprofessional conduct
- Failing the qualifying examination the first time
- Failing the comprehensive examination the first time
- Disciplinary problems and other conduct and professionalism infractions that fall within the scope of UCSF’s Code of Conduct

3. Process by which failing students will be notified and remediated

Students whose progress is unsatisfactory (according to one or more of the criteria listed above) will be notified and will meet with the advisor and the program director to develop an individualized remediation plan to address the deficiencies. The meeting results in a memorandum of understanding that clearly outlines specific steps and associated deadlines that the student must fulfill in order to receive a satisfactory report. The report is then signed by the following parties: the student, the primary advisor, and the program director. At this point, the report is filed in the student's academic file within the program, and a copy is sent to the associate dean for graduate programs. IGHS students also may not be allowed to conduct a capstone project until all issues are resolved.

Should the student be unable to fulfill the expectations according to the timeline outlined in the letter, the student will be subject to dismissal from the program.

The process for in-depth review of a student’s eligibility for dismissal will follow the UCSF Divisional Procedure for Student Grievance in Academic Affairs, section 4.0, and will be conducted by the program’s in-depth committee:

- The in-depth review committee shall consist of three faculty members within IGHS who are knowledgeable about the academic program and student performance standards, and may include academic officers of IGHS, as long as they number in the minority of those committee members present at the review hearing.
- Members may include faculty advisors, capstone mentors, course directors, or representatives of the IGHS Graduate Group who serve on the executive, curriculum, or admission committees.
Policy on Academic Misconduct

The Institute for Global Health Sciences education programs emphasize the importance of social justice and equity through a code of ethical behavior and academic honesty. The faculty and students work together to create a learning environment that values academic honesty, protects the integrity of an individual's work, and enhances the integrity of IGHS education programs.

Definition of Academic Dishonesty and Misconduct

1. **Cheating:**
   - Fraud, deceit, or dishonesty in an academic assignment, using or attempting to use materials that are not authorized, or colluding with others to do so.
   - Copying or attempting to copy from others during an exam or on an assignment.
   - Communicating answers with another person during an exam.
   - Pre-programming an electronic medium to contain answers or other unauthorized information for exams.
   - Using unauthorized materials, prepared answers, written notes, or concealed information during an exam.
   - Allowing others to do an assignment or portion of an assignment.
   - Submission of the same assignment for more than one course without prior approval of all the instructors involved.
   - Collaborating on an exam or assignment with any other person without prior approval from the instructor.
   - Taking an exam for another person or having someone take an exam in place of the student.

2. **Plagiarism:** An author's work is his/her property and must be respected by documentation. Plagiarism refers to the use of another’s ideas or words without proper attribution or credit and includes: copying of passages from works of others (e.g., books, articles, films, graphics, websites or other electronic sources) into a student’s homework, essay, term paper, examination, qualifying papers, or class project without proper citation or acknowledgment; the use of the views, opinions, or insights of others without acknowledgment; and paraphrasing of a person’s characteristic or original phraseology, metaphor, or other literary device without acknowledgment or proper citation. For additional information on plagiarism, please see the Appendix.

3. **False information and representation, fabrication, or alteration of information:** Furnishing false information in the context of an academic assignment. Fabricating or altering information or data and presenting it as legitimate. Providing false or misleading information to an instructor or any other University official.

4. **Theft or damage of intellectual property:** Sabotaging or stealing another person’s assignment, book, paper, notes, experiment, project, electronic hardware, or software. Improper access to, or electronically interfering with, the property of another person or the University via computer or other means. Obtaining a copy of an exam or assignment prior to its approved release by the instructor.
5. **Distribution or sharing of lecture notes or exam items/information to provide undue advantage to others or for commercial purposes:** Selling, distributing, website posting, texting, emailing, or publishing course lecture notes, handouts, readers, recordings, exam items, confidential or other information provided by faculty to give advantage to others or for any commercial purpose, without the express written permission of the faculty.

6. **Research and practice:** All students are expected to conform to all relevant Institutional Review Board guidelines (IRB), as well as acceptable ethical practices.

The list above is not comprehensive. Other acts not explicitly outlined within each section above, but fitting the spirit of the code, also will be considered if allegations of academic misconduct are made.

More information can be found in the [UCSF Code of Conduct and Integrity of Research](#).

The IGHS faculty and administration will respond to alleged acts of academic misconduct in a respectful and supportive manner that emphasizes fairness, timeliness, due process, and transparency. The process for notification and remediation of academic misconduct will follow the steps outlined above in the Policy on Student Progress, section 3.

### Capstone Research Project

The capstone research project provides a rich opportunity to explore a global health interest area in considerable depth. Students are required to develop a longitudinal project starting in the fall quarter, culminating in a final written and oral presentation at the end of summer quarter. Students work closely with the Practice Seminar (GHS 203) course faculty to develop an appropriate project based on interest, skills, and an available research site. Students may work in teams of up to two members, provided each team member presents a uniquely defined project and independent written and oral materials.

Students work with their mentors and IGHS international partners to ensure maximum benefit to both the students and the host institutions. The UCSF capstone mentors and program directors oversee the research experience and work with students to achieve specific competencies. Mentorship is an integral part of this experience.

### Project Selection

The master’s program devotes a considerable proportion of curricular and faculty time to the capstone project. The thoughtful selection of this project is critical to experientially learning about global health. Students should try to select their project early in the fall quarter for the following reasons:

1. The capstone project is the basis for the qualifying and comprehensive examinations that determine students’ candidacy (i.e., instead of a thesis, the project serves as a final work product for the MS degree). Capstone “deliverables” are described below.

2. Some capstone projects will involve research on human subjects and will require approvals from both the UCSF Committee on Human Research (CHR) and the
relevant Institutional Review Board (IRB) from the host institution. This process may take up many months. Students are required to assess their IRB requirements by the end of the fall quarter and complete relevant IRB submissions prior to spring break in order to be allowed to move forward with their projects in a given academic year.

3. A large block of curricular time in the fall quarter is dedicated to learning the methods of scientific inquiry. Thus, committing early to a project will focus these practical skills on the development and writing of the capstone project protocol.

4. Capstone mentors donate their time to the MS program. Therefore, students should be respectful of the generosity of faculty and colleagues from outside the University and not impose on their goodwill.

Students will discuss their capstone areas of interest with the GHS 203 faculty, who will help facilitate contact with prospective capstone mentors. **Students must NOT contact prospective capstone mentors before approval by the GHS 203 faculty.** Please note that the capstone mentor makes final decisions on whether or not a particular student is the right fit for their project.

When selecting a capstone project, students should consider the following:

1. Specific skills you want to gain from the experience.

2. Compatibility of the capstone experience with your interests in global health: In addition to forming the basis for the qualifying and comprehensive examinations, the project will become part of your global health “portfolio.”

3. Finding a niche where your expertise becomes unique and valued: Although it is tempting to choose a familiar area or region, the program encourages you to move away from your comfort zone and challenge yourself in a new global health discipline.

4. Compatibility with the host investigators (e.g., culture, languages spoken), your UCSF capstone mentor, and your onsite supervisor: Your UCSF advisor and mentor will play an important role in the learning process.

5. Cost of the project: Although the program has a small bursary for travel and some research costs, most students electing assignments out of the U.S. should expect to pay some out-of-pocket expenses, especially for food, lodging, and local transport. Remember that the program values local experiences and research as much as international experiences.

6. Scholarship requirements: In some instances, your capstone project should focus on a specific area of inquiry associated with a scholarship you received with admission to the program.

7. Location: For many students, the idea of conducting research in a new setting is exciting and enticing. However, it also can be incredibly challenging socially, physically, and emotionally. IGHS expects all students to practice **cultural humility** during their time in the program and during the capstone period.
Capstone travel (abroad or domestic) is not guaranteed, and all travel will be guided by University, local, and federal guidelines. In addition, the program strives to avoid ‘parachute projects’ of short duration that limit the ability for learners to form partnerships and deeper engagement with their study team and communities. It is expected that unless otherwise discussed and agreed upon with the Program Directors and Capstone Mentors that field-based projects will involve no less than six-weeks of in-country activity.

Please note that the program reserves the right to prohibit students from traveling abroad for their capstone research based on concerns about academic integrity or professional conduct. Refer to the Student Expectations and Professional Conduct section above. In addition, students considering a capstone project that will require travel outside the United States will need to confirm by the end of the fall quarter that they have a passport that is active (expires at least six months after the capstone period) and has enough pages for travel requirements. Students from outside the United States should confirm their ability to travel under applicable visa requirements. Students are required to meet these expectations by the start of the Winter term in order to be eligible to travel for their capstone.

Project Requirements

The capstone project represents the synthesis of all of the master’s coursework. Students should be able to ask an important question in global health, approach the question with academic rigor using the appropriate methodologies, and present their findings in a succinct written and oral format. Students address their research question by choosing among seven methodologies (or mixed methods) for their project:

1. Quantitative Study
2. Qualitative Study
3. Policy Analysis
4. Systematic Review/ Meta-analysis
5. Monitoring and Evaluation
6. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
7. Laboratory Research
8. Additional methods agreed to and approved by the program

The MS program also will consider a rigorous educational research project as another option, which includes educational needs assessments, curriculum development, and educational program evaluation. In general, educational research uses the methodologies listed above. Reporting formats can vary slightly in terms of the language used. If the program approves an educational research project, the team will work with students to edit the reporting guidelines to align specifically with educational research models.

All projects will have some common elements, including an abstract, detailed background and significance, methods, results, discussion, and references and appendices. In the first quarter, the program will provide an outline of the individual methodology requirements that form the basis for evaluation of the qualifying exam and the comprehensive exam. Exam details are in the next section of the handbook.
Methodologies

Quantitative Study

- Answers a research question that fills a gap in the scientific literature
- Typically used when seeking to measure something or test for associations
- Draws data from a relatively large number of individuals to make conclusions about averages or trends across a population

Qualitative Study

- Answers a research question that fills a gap in the scientific literature
- Typically used when seeking to describe or characterize a phenomenon, a set of people, or a situation
- Draws data from a relatively small number of individuals (or situations or circumstances) to understand the range of experiences and/or to contextualize the phenomenon

Policy Analysis

- Evaluates a policy, either retrospectively (analysis of a policy that was implemented) or prospectively (analysis intended to inform future policy decisions)
- Uses a framework or methodology to systematically study a specific policy, the influences on it, and the outcomes of it, and uses frameworks to guide the specific methodological approach

Systematic Review/Meta-analysis

- Synthesizes a set of findings in the literature that are all focused on a common scientific question, type of intervention (including medical devices and drugs), or observed association
- May seek to (1) weigh all evidence to answer a dispute in the field, (2) conduct a meta-analysis to establish an average effect size of an intervention or observed association, or (3) summarize the literature and add a new insight or way of viewing the findings
- Systematically identifies relevant literature, extracts relevant findings, and synthesizes/aggregates findings from the extracted literature

Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)

- Answers a question about the usefulness or outcome of a specific program or set of programs
- Usually motivated by a question from the agency or the individuals who have implemented the program to provide them feedback, as opposed to filling a gap in the scientific literature
- May focus on evaluating process (implementation of the program) and/or outcomes (the effects of the program)
- May use quantitative and/or qualitative research methods and often describes the constructs being measured as “indicators”

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (CEA)

- Economic analysis that compares the costs and health outcomes of two or more courses of action, e.g., prevention or treatment interventions
- Widely used in health services research and decision analysis
• Expresses results as a ratio: [difference in cost between two courses of action] divided by [difference in health outcomes between two courses of action]
• Measures the health gain by events (e.g., infections or deaths) or a standard health metric (e.g., DALYs, QALYs)

Laboratory Research
• Laboratory-based project that has clear relevance to global health
• Often uses quantitative approaches for analyses
• Some prior experience and/or training in a laboratory setting is recommended for students who propose to execute laboratory experiments during the capstone period

Best Practices

When choosing a capstone project, students should keep in mind these best practices:

1. Be proactive: Schedule appointments early in the fall quarter with the GHS 203 faculty and your academic advisor to help narrow down your options and get support through the process. Many students have too many good options and have trouble deciding. A good strategy is focusing on the option that will give you the most new skills to enhance your portfolio.

2. Be realistic: Many projects may suit your goals and interests, but nine or ten weeks is a relatively short time in the field, and so you should be realistic in what you can accomplish. Choosing a project earlier and spending time developing it will insure the highest chance of success.

3. Be informed: Take advantage of prior students’ experiences by reviewing the portfolio of previous student projects and creating a network of informants familiar with the work you propose. IGHS faculty are more than willing to offer their expertise and contacts worldwide.

4. Be mindful of limitations: IGHS operates under certain constraints (e.g., safety, logistics, cost, onsite mentorship, research relationships with field site, academic requirements of the program), and your project of choice simply may not be feasible.

Internship Opportunities

For some students (especially those using secondary data), the capstone project requirements may allow time for a concurrent, supervised internship. Internships need to be pre-approved and will only be considered if a student is progressing/meeting expectations with regards to their capstone project. In general, an internship must meet these criteria for approval:

1. The internship is related to a substantive global health project focused on an underserved population or health systems development, either domestically or abroad.
2. The capstone mentor agrees that a concurrent internship is feasible with the capstone requirements.
3. The internship is in a safe location with adequate supervision and infrastructure, preferably nested within an established UCSF program.
The internship should emphasize experiential learning and be at least four weeks in length. Students will need to submit a formal internship proposal describing the background and rationale, scope of work, summary of expected contributions to the site and project, and skills and experiences they will gain. The primary project mentor and program directors must approve the internship proposal. Internships will only be considered once the primary capstone project proposal has been successfully approved after the winter quarter. Travel approval and financial support from the program for internships is subject to the same frameworks of the capstone projects and will be approved following the allocation of funds for capstones.

At the end of the summer quarter, students who have completed an internship will be required to submit a five-page summary report, in addition to completing a full capstone project using one of the methodologies described above. The report will include background and rationale, scope of work, summary of contributions made to the site, skills gained, and a reflection on the experience. Students’ performance during the internship will be assessed for spring and summer quarter grades, but the internship will not count towards the qualifying or comprehensive examinations.

Photography

An important part of the capstone research experience is communicating what you learn to classmates, colleagues, and a wider audience. Photographs and video can help document your project and tell your story, but these may reveal sensitive or private information of an individual or group (e.g., health status). Please follow the guidelines below* for ALL photographs or video that will be used for any purpose other than personal documentation, such as a presentation, publication, or social media or blog post:

- Photographs of people who are recognizable ALWAYS require consent forms signed by hand (or verified digital signature) by all the people pictured, or their guardians. IGHS will provide the consent forms, which indicate that the photo subjects understand the context in which their photograph may be used.

- University of California policy does not accept verbal consent for identifiable or recognizable subjects, except for UC faculty and some staff. Photographs without signed consent forms should not be used for any presentation or publication.

- All photos of children (under 18) in ANY setting require written consent by a guardian.

- The ONLY times you are not required to get a signed photo consent form are when you photograph public figures (e.g., politicians, celebrities), crowds in public (e.g., crowds at a market, concert, or demonstration), or non-recognizable individuals in public (when faces and identifying features are obscured).

- If obtaining written consent on the UCSF form is difficult (e.g., when the photographer’s subjects speak a different language or have low literacy), the consent form should be prepared in the local language or orally translated to the photo/video subjects. Then, the subjects or a representative/witness can mark the form to indicate their understanding and consent.
UC Travel Policy

The MS program staff will assist students with ticketing and will provide more information regarding travel options. In the rare event when students need to arrange their own travel, they must adhere to and understand the UCSF travel policies. Students are required to submit formal travel plans to UCSF for approval. For low-risk travel these plans are approved by the Program Director. Any countries or areas of higher risk require the approval of the Director of the Institute for Global Health Sciences and/or the Dean of the Graduate Division. Students may be asked to adjust their travel and/or project plans in order to receive approval for travel as part of their capstone project. Students are expected to review and consider all UCSF travel requirements for students prior to submitting the forms, and a failure to do so may result in a rejection of travel approval.

Students are expected to be engaging in their research full time during the capstone period in the summer. As such if students wish to undertake additional travel either outside of the Bay Area for those working at local projects or to other locations for projects further afield must first receive approval from the capstone mentor and notify the program prior to traveling. The program and mentors reserve the right to not approve travel that would occur during normal working days and time. Violations of this policy may result in ending of a capstone project for the student and need to re-take the course the following year.

Program Milestones

Qualifying Examination (QE)

The QE is comprised of two parts; a written protocol and oral presentation that describes all aspects of the proposed capstone project.

If a student fails the first attempt of the QE, the program will allow a single revision submitted one week after notification of failure. If the QE is revised adequately, the student will receive a maximum of a C grade, which will contribute to the student’s capstone seminar course grade.

Written Protocol

Students will develop the capstone project with a specific site in mind, and their proposal will include the context of the problem through a scoping review, the conceptual and theoretical framework guiding the project, and the methodology. Faculty will announce details of the QE proposal format and grading criteria early in the winter quarter.

In the winter quarter, the program directors will appoint an Examination Review Committee to critique and evaluate each student’s protocol. The committee may comprise the following: the capstone mentor(s) (non-voting member); a member of the IGHS-affiliated research community; an ad hoc reviewer affiliated with the UCSF IGHS who has familiarity with the program and its requirements.
Oral Presentation

At the end of winter quarter, students will give a ten-minute oral presentation using PowerPoint or a similar visual presentation method to present their capstone proposal. These presentations will include a description of the background and significance of the student’s capstone project, a clear research question, and aims. Students will answer questions from the audience for five minutes following their presentation.

If a student fails the first attempt of the QE, the program will allow a single revision submitted up to two work weeks after notification of failure. If the QE is revised adequately, the student will receive a maximum of a C grade, which will contribute to the student’s capstone seminar course grade.

Advancement to Candidacy

Students are eligible to advance to candidacy if they meet the following requirements:
- Pass the qualifying exam
- Have a cumulative GPA of at least 3.0
- Have satisfactory progress as defined in the Policy on Student Progress
- Have no incomplete or failing grades
- Have no unpaid fees

Students must be registered for the quarter in which they advance to candidacy. Students must advance to candidacy at least two quarters before participating in the comprehensive exam.

Candidacy for the master’s degree is lapsed if a student has not completed the requirements for the degree within five quarters (exclusive of summer) after advancement to candidacy. Leaves of absence count against this time. Students must either be registered or on filing fee status for the quarter in which they graduate.

The Graduate Affairs Officer will apply for advancement to candidacy on behalf of all students through the Graduate Division.

Comprehensive Examination

Students will produce a formal written report and give an oral presentation of the capstone project, known as the comprehensive examination, at the end of the summer quarter. The Examination Review Committee (membership defined in the QE section above) will evaluate the report and presentation.

The date(s) of the Comprehensive Examination are provided to all students at the start of the year and occur just prior to graduation. Students are expected to attend the entirety of the comprehensive examinations unless they receive specific approval from the Program Director due to extenuating circumstances. In consultation with Student Disability Services (SDS) as the deadlines for the components of the comprehensive examinations are known from the start of the year and due to the requirements to review them prior to graduation, deadline extensions are not allowed.
If a student fails the first attempt of the comprehensive examination, the program will allow a single revision submitted up to two work weeks after notification of failure. If the comprehensive examination is revised adequately, the student will receive a maximum of a C grade, which will contribute to the student’s capstone seminar course grade.

Written Examination

Upon completion of the capstone project, each student will produce a written project report that includes a thorough literature review and a synthesis of the context, framework, methodology, results, discussion, and implications of the project. This report could serve as the basis for a grant application for further research or as an article for publication, depending on the nature of the capstone project. Students will also include a one-page policy brief and/or one-page op-ed as part of their final submission. The format guidelines are provided at the start of the year and reviewed in GHS 203 during the Capstone Seminar Oral Presentation.

At the end of the summer quarter, students will give a ten-minute oral presentation using PowerPoint or a similar visual presentation method to summarize their projects. These presentations should be succinct and concise, demonstrate the ability to think critically, and display a comprehensive understanding of the global health significance of the topic. Students will answer questions from the audience for five minutes following their presentation.

Program End and Graduation

Degree Conferral and Diplomas

Following the end of summer term on the UCSF academic calendar, the Office of the Registrar will begin the process of verifying degree completion. Diplomas will be available eight to twelve weeks after the end of the term. The Office of the Registrar’s website provides details on how to obtain your diploma.

Exit Survey

At the end of the academic year, each student is required to complete an exit survey to gather feedback about the program as a whole.

Graduation Application

The University has implemented a Graduation Application in the Student Portal, which all graduating students must submit. Students will be prompted to submit the graduation application at the beginning of the summer quarter. In order to submit the application, students will need to log into the Student Portal and navigate to the Study List & Grades tab and then select Graduation Application. Once the application is submitted, it will get routed to the Graduate Affairs Officer for approval.
Graduation

Students have two opportunities to participate in graduation ceremonies. The first is a commencement ceremony and reception held by the UCSF Graduate Division in late May/early June. Students who have advanced to candidacy are welcome to participate in this ceremony, although many students will be away from campus conducting their capstone projects at this time.

The Institute for Global Health Sciences will hold its own graduation ceremony and reception on the last Thursday in July. Participation in the ceremony is a privilege for students who have advanced to candidacy, are in good academic standing (at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA), and intend to complete the program by the end of the summer quarter.

Students who will not complete the program by the end of the summer quarter may participate in the ceremony with their cohort if they have advanced to candidacy, are in good academic standing (at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA), and the program directors have approved their plan to complete the program within two quarters. The final decision about student participation in graduation belongs to the program directors and is not subject to appeal.

Students who do not meet these requirements may participate in the graduation ceremony with the cohort of the academic year in which they complete the program.

UCSF Email Access after Graduating

Students will lose access to their UCSF email six months after the end of the graduation term, or after employment separation from the university. Email forwarding is not available and students may not receive prior notice or warning of email deactivation. Graduates are eligible to establish an alumni account through the Alumni Office (https://alumni.ucsf.edu/request-ucsf-alumni-email).

Student Fees

The Office of the Registrar publishes the student fees for the MS program. The Global Health Sciences master’s program fee is equally divided by quarter (Fall, Winter, Spring, and Summer) and does not reflect workload or course enrollment in that particular quarter.

Fee Payment

To complete registration each quarter, students are required to pay their fees. Check the “Fees” tab in the student portal for balance and payment information.

Financial Aid

Students may apply for financial aid through the UCSF Student Financial Aid Office. Aid is awarded based upon financial need and is usually in the form of loans or federal work-study. Students interested in a work-study position should indicate this in the financial aid application. The program will advertise IGHS work-study positions as they become available; matriculated students may apply for these positions once the school year has started.
Scholarships

IGHS scholarships are awarded at the time of admission, and will be applied toward student fees over the first two academic quarters (unless otherwise determined by the donor guidelines), as long as the student remains in good academic standing as outlined in the UCSF Policy on Student Progress. Awardees will be asked to write articles for the program newsletter or blog posts about their program experiences, to attend special events, and to help promote the program as needed.

IGHS also encourages students to research and seek scholarships independently. The Financial Aid Office provides links to scholarship search databases.

Capstone Project Costs

IGHS provides financial assistance for some of the costs associated with the capstone project, including air and ground transportation to get to and from the main project site (if it is 100 miles or more outside of San Francisco) and visa costs for single-entry visas. After these costs are covered, the capstone team will review and distribute remaining resources for project costs (e.g., translation/transcription service) based on budget requests made by students in the winter quarter. Per UCSF policies, program funds cannot directly pay for incentives or remuneration for participants in research projects.

The process for payment of expenses will depend on UCSF travel guidelines at the time of the capstone project. Projects that require travel may require students to pay some out-of-pocket expenses and then request reimbursement, but in general the program will work to make purchases directly. A formal training on payment and reimbursement will be scheduled prior to the start of the capstone period.

Students are responsible for paying for their own food, lodging, research subject incentives, and local transportation. If a student requests a flight change for a reason other than health or safety as approved by the program, the student will be responsible for paying for all change fees and associated costs. Students needing to adjust their travel plans for other extenuating circumstances are expected to follow the procedures and policies outlined in the UCSF Travel Guidelines and notify the program as soon as possible – prior to travel unless in emergency situations.

Depending on the project, mentors may have additional funding to support their students. In general, due to limited resources, if a student’s flight or core costs are covered, funds may be redistributed to insure equity for all students. Students are encouraged to discuss potential capstone project costs with the GHS 203 faculty and with their specific project mentor prior to selecting their final capstone project. The program recognizes that costs might reduce the desirability of certain projects. Please inform GHS 203 faculty as soon as possible during the planning phases if a proposed project presents a financial burden. These topics will be covered during the GHS 203 course.
Professional Conference Travel Funds and Publication Fees

Students who plan to attend a professional conference while registered at UCSF may be eligible for travel funds through the Graduate Division. In general, the program does not have funds to cover conference registration and travel.

The program does not have funds available to support publication fees for articles resulting from students’ capstones. The UCSF Library has an Open Access Publishing Fund that helps current UCSF students, faculty, and staff cover open access publication fees.

Reduced Course Fees Policy for Repeat Courses

Students in good academic standing who fail or withdraw from a course prior to a leave of absence may receive approval from the program director to retake no more than two courses to complete the degree.

Fees for repeat courses will be charged accordingly:

1. The student will be required to pay all student fees as approved by the UCSF Budget Office for the quarter(s) in which they re-enroll; AND
2. The student will pay the Master’s Program Instructional Fees at a reduced rate of $945 per unit.

In addition to enrolling in the repeat course(s), students will be required to enroll in a one-unit independent study course to engage in capstone project work during the quarter(s) they enroll. The student will be assessed the reduced instructional fee for this additional unit of coursework.

This policy is subject to change at the discretion of the IGHS master’s program administration.
Appendix: Plagiarism versus Proper Citation

Purpose of this document

This brief document provides guidance on how to avoid plagiarism by showing examples of proper citation and examples of incorrect citation (plagiarism).

What does plagiarism mean?

Plagiarism is the use of another person’s ideas, thoughts, theories, or phrasing as though they were your own. In U.S. academia, the accepted view is that all knowledge is derivative, and sources of material from others MUST be properly cited so that the original work can be both credited and retrieved. In essence, if one’s presentation of another’s work may be mistaken for original material, there is the strong chance that plagiarism (intentional or not) has occurred.

Why is this important to IGHS?

Plagiarism is a serious form of academic dishonesty, and the penalties can be severe. The Institute for Global Health Sciences wants students to understand and avoid plagiarism. Course policies are listed in the student handbook and discussed—along with tools to help avoid plagiarism—during orientation and in the GHS 203 seminar. Below are relatively simple steps to use and cite other people’s work appropriately.

Who benefits from this document?

The document will be of value to all students in the master’s program, but particularly those who may be unfamiliar with the subtleties of scientific writing conventions in U.S. universities. For example, some of you may have been trained in places where it was considered acceptable to use existing materials for your assignments exactly as the materials were written, and you may not have been taught about U.S. conventions on citation.

Examples of plagiarism and proper citation

Dr. William J. Bicknell developed the following “Plagiarism” memo for Boston University School of Public Health students at orientation:

The purpose of this memo is to make clear:

*What plagiarism is, how to avoid plagiarism and the consequences of plagiarism*

Misunderstanding is widespread about what plagiarism is and whether or not it is a serious offense. It is a serious offense, and should be painstakingly avoided. Acceptable practice on citing sources of information differs as one moves from an academic environment to the world of work. There are also differences in custom between countries and cultures. This memo outlines practices appropriate to a U.S. academic environment.
What is plagiarism? Plagiarism is using someone else’s work, words, or ideas without giving them proper credit. An example of plagiarism, and an example of one acceptable way to avoid it, is shown below under the heading of Attachment 1.

How to avoid Plagiarism. Here are some simple guidelines for avoiding plagiarism:

1. If you use a phrase, sentence or more from any source, you must put them in quotation marks and cite the source in footnote.
2. If you recount someone else’s ideas in your own words (paraphrasing), you must provide a footnote at the end of the passage citing the source of the ideas.
3. If you draw on someone else’s ideas, even though you neither quote nor paraphrase them precisely, one of the following is called for:
   - A footnote crediting the source of the ideas.
   - A direct reference to the source within the text, for example, “Seligman has repeatedly made the point that,” with facts of publication (title, etc.) provided in a footnote or bibliography.

Footnotes should be complete enough to enable the reader to accurately identify your sources. In addition to articles and books, sources may be personal communication, unpublished data, working memos and internal documents. A footnote should cite the author (if no author is named, the organization), as well as the title, date, and page number(s). A bibliography, listing your sources but not linking them to specific points in your text, may well be desirable but is not a substitute for footnotes.

The Consequences of Plagiarism

The consequences of plagiarism are serious. Students can be expelled and lose all chance of completing their studies. Even if 99 percent of a student’s work has been above reproach, proven plagiarism could easily result in a degree not being granted.

Summary

A good paper typically demonstrates grasp of concepts, originality, and appropriate attention to detail. The person who reads your paper assumes that the words and ideas originate with you unless you explicitly attribute them to others. Whenever you draw on someone else’s work, it is your obligation to say so. If you do not, you are operating under false pretenses. That is plagiarism.

Original Source

“Tribal pressures affect Kenyans’ behavior more than pronouncements arriving from the national seat of government but what ultimately counts is what an individual perceives as in his or her own best interest. For more than 80 percent of Kenya’s people who live and work on the land, children are seen as essential to survival and status. This is particularly true for women. Children and young adults provide an extra labor needed during peak planting and harvest times when everyone in the household must work long hours every day. For women, children are essential to lessen their heavy workload throughout the year:
in a study of the Akamba tribe, three-quarters of the respondents gave this reason for having children.”


**Plagiarism**

Tribal pressures affect the Kenyan woman’s behavior more than pronouncements from the capital. She will perceive what is in her best interest. She sees children as essential to her survival and status. They provide the extra labor needed during peak planning and harvest times when everyone in the family must work for long hours.

**Properly Footnoted Citation**

Why do Kenyans have so many children? Mott and Mott write that “tribal pressures affect Kenyans’ behavior more than pronouncements arriving from the national seat of government but what ultimately counts is what the individual perceives as in his or her own best interest.”¹ They point out that children are seen as necessary for a woman’s livelihood as well as her place in society. Children work on the shamba and assist with all kinds of labor: planting, harvesting, fetching firewood and water.²


² Ibid.